
Original Component Pseudo-code

Revised Component Pseudo-code

A point Arrayed linearly on X by
parameter A.
(here A=5)

Array on vector bisecting X-Y axis by
parameter B.
(here B=4)

Loft between surfaces to create a 
field of closed polysurfaces

Establish surface grid 
bounded by points on plane

Move points in Z-direction a random
amount with turbidity defined
by parameter C

Establish a grid of surfaces connecting
new points.

Move each surface along Z-direction a 
random amount with variability controlled 
by parameter D

During implementation of the pseudo-code from Part A of
the assignment, it was discovered that step 4 was 
prohibitively difficult to implement, and that
the component lacked overall variability. The
pseudo-code was revised for this assignment in
order to experiment with Grasshopper, and
produce a more challenging component.

A point Arrayed linearly on X by
parameter A.
(here A=5)

Array on vector bisecting X-Y axis by
parameter B.
(here B=4)

Trim hanging points to create 
a minimum 2 point vertical
edge.

1 2 3 4

5...

Starting at bottom left, use
each point to define the
maximum possible square
using other square.
Trim completely enclosed points.

Starting with squares with side
length >=2, extrude along Z
an amount defined
by the side length / Parameter C.
(here C=1)

Continue with all squares of side
length = 1, extrude along Z an 
amount defined by the Parameter C.

The revised pseudo-code defines a similar component,
but introduces variability controlled by parameters
to produce a much more complex shape
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Parametric Surface

A surface was established through Grasshopper which
responded to two parameters. The goal was to continue

exploring random variability defined by a level of turbidity.
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A point Arrayed by parameter X End points are arrayed by 
parameter X into a U

Moved in the Z direction randomly
by an amount constrained by
parameter Y

Lines are joined by NURBS-curves
and a 2-rail surface produced

Parameter X

Parameter Y

Low High

Low High

It was decided to constrain the parameters to low values and exhibit the component as an infrastructional element
that almost dissappears into the environment. The slight undulations and variations in the final product provide

minute detail while overall it helps slow and control traffic at a highly-used pedestrian crosswalk.


